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Editorial
Congratulations go to Nick Williams and
Sunshine Antic who won the TD ticket
under Maureen Regan at Hampshire.
As the evenings begin to draw in on us
and the nights are getting colder at least
we have the Kennel Club Championships
to look forward to! The KCC’s is always
a great spectator event and I strongly
recommend coming along to watch, even
if you are really new to trials. There will
be excitement and tension as dogs excel
and surprise, great joy and sometimes a
little disappointment as dogs do what dogs
do. You may be inspired by watching the
crème de la crème showing how it should
be done. There will be some stunning work
on display from the best trained dogs in the
country – don’t miss it!
Qualifying for the TD stake this year there
are ten collies, two crossbreeds (one of
whom has sadly died – so sorry Jeny), one
Labrador, one Golden Retriever and one
Australian Shepherd (this dog also won
the KC obedience championships at Crufts
this year). In the PD stake there is just one
GSD and four collies. We wish the very
best of luck to all who are involved in this
event and hope the weather is kind for the
working trials event of the year.
Apologies to Roy Drummer whose name
should NOT have been on the missing
reports list, this report was sent in and
printed - so sorry Roy.
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land to hold our training on. It’s in North
Fambridge near South Woodham Ferrers,
Essex.
The training takes place on Sundays at 9.00
for 9.30 start, until 2.30.
All levels are catered for.
If you would be interested in attending our
training sessions please contact Penny Bann
on 01245 382661 for further information.
The dates we will be holding training on
are as follows:

Readers Letters
THANK YOU
We would like to thank everyone for making Moo’s win at Scarborough so special.
Thank you for all the cards, presents,
emails, phone calls and congratulations on
the day. What a wonderful sport Trials is.
Pat Herbert and Moo

*
*
*

Club Focus
Essex Working Trials Society - 2000

*
*
*

Essex 2000 are pleased to announce that
at long last we have managed to find

September 19th
October 17th
November – No training as our
trial is on
December 5th
January 30th
February 27th

DON’T FORGET . . . . ENTRIES CLOSING
October

4th
4th
4th

10th
17th
18th
18th
28th

Leamington
CH TD WD UD CD Vet
(Pailton, 8th -14th November 2010)
Lincolnshire GSD & ABTS
OP TD WD UD CD
(Dunholme, 4th - 7th November 2010)
Ranmore DTS
OP PD WD UD
(Oakwood Hill, Surrey. 5th - 7th November 2010)
ASPADS
CH TD WD UD CD
(Dundee. ends 7th November 2010)
ASPADS
OP UD CD
(Tillmouth. ends 14th November 2010)
Essex 2000 WTS
CH PD WD UD CD
(Danbury, 15th - 21st November 2010)
Wessex WTS
OP PD WD CD
(Upottery. 15th - 21st November2010)
ASPADS
OP WD UD
(Enfield, ends 6th December 2010

November
1st
North West WTS
OP
(Lower Withington. 26th - 28th November 2010)

TD UD CD

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THESE DATES
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WELCOME TO
SURREY DOG TRAINING
SOCIETY

photographer is there to record events (or
indeed photograph your dog if you wish then you’ll be all ready to provide Working Trials Monthly with ‘The Photograph’
when you qualify yourself!) Do come this is, after all, our ‘Crufts’.
Lastly, we hope that everyone will enjoy
the event, from judges and competitors to
spectators and workers.

Autumn again - time for the Kennel Club
championships again, and this year, 2010,
Surrey is hosting it again - for the fourth
time - only on this occasion we are trying to do it when the county has become
the most expensive place to run anything!
But that makes us even more grateful to all
those who have helped us to raise the funds
to do it. Gary and Julie Atkins, Margaret
Robinson and Mick Tustain have run very
enjoyable and informative training weekends for us, organised by Liz de Unger on
land obtained through Andrew Buchanan.
Ranmore DTC members have run events
to raise money and Essex gave us a donation. Individuals have also contributed
like Mark and Sandra Lewindon, Penny
Bann, who put together the wall planner,
and Joyce Tibbetts who ran a tombola at
every Surrey trial this year. Last but certainly not least our own magnificent committee ladies - Beryl, Dorothy, Liz, Mary
and Tess - who have given up an enormous
amount of time all the year to run events,
run stalls at trials, made cakes etc to sell.
Thank you all so much.
We also owe thanks to our sponsors; Arden Grange for their continued generosity
both to Surrey and to the Working Trial
Championships, John Humphris for provision of the patrol round equipment, the
landowners, without whom there would
be no trials, and the Ramada Hotel and its
manager for trying to meet all our wishes!
Now, all we need is for you all to come and
watch and support the trial to make all the
hard work worthwhile. Some of the best
trialists in the country will be there for you
to watch, the hotel is geared up to provide
you with reasonably-priced refreshments
starting with early bacon rolls (!) and the

Christine Brooks. Chairman SDTS

* * * * * *
PATROL DOG STAKE
Judge: Mick Tustain

Thank you to the Kennel Club for inviting
me to judge at the 2010 KCC’s; it will be an
honour to judge in my now home county,
among our trials friends at Surrey DTS.
Although I have been in trials on and
off for over 30 years, my Malinois, Ike
5

Welsh KC (Judge: Charlie Taylor),
Lincolnshire GSD & ABTS (Judge:
Jeff Poole), BAGSD Flintham (Judge:
Graham Reaney)

(WTCh JOTUNHEIM VIP, TDEx, PDEx)
has taught me a great deal; he has been
my most challenging but most successful
dog to date. I have not entered him this
year, apart from the Service Dog of the
Year competition in July, where we came
a close second. I have, however, been
more heavily involved with training for
trialists and ‘problem’ dogs, which I find
very satisfying, and have held several PD
weekends together with Mike Woods.
I wish the competitors an enjoyable trial,
hope all goes well for Surrey, and would
like to thank the friends and ‘helpers’ who
have given their time in rehearsals and on
the day.

Not only is it a fantastic privilege to qualify
for the Kennel Club Championship, it
is also an ideal opportunity to take this
chance to thank everyone who makes
Working Trials a great sport, from the land
owners where we hold our trials through to
the helpers in the kitchen. You all know
who you are! THANK YOU!
Also thanks to Lee, Gary, Caroline, Paul
and Manda for the thought, effort and
enthusiasm they have given towards Sid’s
PD.
An extra special mention to my wife,
Emma, for the time and effort she has
willing given to assist me in training Sid’s
manwork. She has been stung, scratched,
pulled over, shouted at, barked at, drooled
on and asked to hide in numerous types of
places - I can say without doubt that Sid
wouldn’t be where he is without her help.
I got Sid as a puppy from Dave and Lynda
Thompson, Sheepdog Trialists from Kent;
I thank them for letting me have him.
He has always been fun to train and always
tries to do everything as fast as he possibly
can. He has won three PD tickets this year,
which is better than I could have wished
as he was only four at the end of August;
hopefully if I can mange to convince him
to do what I ask, instead of what he thinks,
we will have many good years ahead of us.
This is my third KCC’s and qualifying to
compete at this year’s event against such
skilled handlers and trainers is an absolute
honour and I wish them all luck. I’m sure
Surrey will run a memorable KCC’s in a
style that they are renowned for and should
be proud of.

* * * * * *
ANDY BAKER
WITH
WTCH SID THE LEMON SQUEEZER
CDEx, UDEx, WDEx, TDEx, PDEx

Dog’s Pet Name: Sid
Breed:
Border Collie
Breeder:
Mr D F M Thompson
Date of Birth: 22/08/2006
Sire:
Jim (ISDS 269728)
Dam:
Pat (ISDS 277633)
Qualified at:
6

WENDY BEASLEY
WITH
WTCH GLENALPINE PHOEBE OF
STARDELL
CDEx - TDEx, PDEx

although sometimes too fast for her own
good she never lacks enthusiasm and
always gives her best. I have been really
lucky with help this year and in addition to
Paul I have had some really valuable help
from other handlers and friends and I owe
them all a big thank you. It is great to be
going to Surrey for the Championships as
it is one of our favourite trials. We went
to watch the KCC’s there many years ago,
long before we ever started trialling, and it
was that which convinced us to give it a
try. When we eventually did get started my
first qualification came at Surrey and both
Paul and I have reached various milestones
with various dogs there, culminating with
the ticket this year. I am grateful to Surrey
for hosting the event and wish good luck to
them and all my fellow competitors.

Dog’s Pet Name: Phoebe
Breed:
Border Collie
Breeder:
Mr and Mrs C Taylor
Date of Birth: 28/06/2001
Sire:
WTCh Anasonata
Drovers Dilemma,
CDEx-TDEx
Dam:
Glenalpine Humbug

* * * * * *
DAVE MARCHANT
WITH
WTCH WAGGERLAND MURPHY

Qualified at: 		
North West WTS (Judge: Lorna
Cottier) and Surrey DTS (Judge: Stan
Ford)
I cannot believe that Phoebe is nine years
old and I am once again faced with the
decision of how much longer will she be
competing. However, this doesn’t seem to
be having any effect on her and she is as
fast an agile as ever, so for the moment at
least we are “good to go.” Thanks to Lorna
and Stan for the two tickets this year and,
as we missed out last year, it’s especially
good to be back.
Phoebe is a lovely dog to work and

Dog’s Pet Name: Murphy
Breed:
Working Sheepdog
Breeder:
M P Snow
Date of Birth: 11/03/2003
Sire:
Dusters Magic Mischief
Dam:
Waggerland Codey
Qualified at:
KCC’s 2009 (Judge:
Moira Rogerson)
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2010 KENNEL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS

Hosted By
SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
October 14th - 16th 2010
At
Ramada Hotel, East Horsley, KT24 6TB.
TD tracking Thursday & Friday
PD tracking Friday
TD & PD C&A & Patrol Round Saturday
Spectators Welcome
Details of Hotel,B&B & Camping accommodation available on request
Evening entertainment at the hotel
Friday Buffet Dinner & Table Quiz competition.
Saturday Presentation Dinner £26.50
Booking for this & Menu Selection with Dorothy Bowen 01372 372582
General Enquiries to Christine Brooks 01483 473285
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KENNEL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS 2010
14th to 16th OCTOBER
This will be held at the Ramada Hotel, East Horsley, (KT24 6TB) which will be both the
daytime base and the venue for the evening events.
The bedrooms have en-suite bathroom, TV, tea & coffee facilities. Dogs are not allowed
in the rooms but some rooms are available on request overlooking the private parking
area. We have arranged special rates for the event: Wed. to Fri. Double occupancy room
rate, with buffet style breakfast & dinner for two, £115p.n. (single £80) – (Friday quiz
evening buffet dinner is included). The Saturday B&B room rate is £95 for double, £60
single, as there is a separate charge for the presentation dinner.
To book accommodation with the hotel at these rates quote “SURR131010”.
Hotel Tel: 08448 159079 or Fax: 01483 284222.
There is a caravan club site at Horsley – contact Mr & Mrs Parris 01483 283273 (no calls
after 8pm please). List of other less local caravan sites & B&B’s also available.
Saturday presentation dinner and menu choice to be booked with
Dorothy Bowen, 4 Ridgeway Close, Fetcham, Surrey. KT22 9BF.
Tel: 01372 372582 – cost £26.50.
Starters –
		
		
Main 		
		
		
Dessert
		
		

Caramelised Onion & Goat’s Cheese Tart
OR Melon & Parma Ham with raspberry dressing
OR Tomato Soup dressed with basil
Slow-roasted rump of lamb, fondant potato,baby 		
spinach, glazed carrots & red wine sauce
OR Braised herb crust Salmon with red pepper sauce
OR Balsamic roasted vegetables with lemon cous cous
Profiteroles with chocolate sauce
OR Baileys Cheesecake
OR Fresh Fruit Salad & Cream
Tea, coffee, & petit fours.

Charge for Friday 3-course buffet dinner for those not staying in the hotel-£19.95.
also to be booked with Dorothy. (It is included in hotel resident rate)
Spectators & friends are obviously welcome in the hotel bar, but we have also arranged
morning & lunch refreshments at a special rate in a separate area.
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NE counties (Judge: Stan Ford) and
SWTS Lauder (Judge: Moira Rogerson)

It seems that Dave has still got the hump
with us after my editorial of last January.
and has has declined to make a contribution
to WTM. Dave and Murphy have already
won the PD stake at the KCC’s for a record
breaking 3 consecutive years, can he go on
and make it four. Both Anne and I wish him
the best of luck at this year’s event.

Roy has had another great year; he won his
second ticket under Stan Ford at Sedgefield
and then the icing on the cake was winning
under Moira at Lauder. Thank you both for
judging us worthy of your ticket.
I came into trials through my dad really;
he had been in the sport for a while when
I entered my first trial in the mid eighties
with my police dog. I had worked in
obedience from the age of 10 with a GSD.
Roy came to me from his breeder, Chris
Theobald, and I am so grateful to her for
allowing me to take him on. We clicked
immediately and with the help of my dad,
Eric and Colin at Iceni we quickly made
some progress. Roy has always been a
delight to train, having such a strong work
ethic, although it does come at a price as
he grasps things quickly and if you’re not
careful it’s Roy’s version of it, not yours!
He is the sort of dog that when not working
will just curl up and nod off, but as soon as
it’s time to work he’s there and up for it.
We came into PD really by default when
we attended the Essex 2000 WTS PD
weekend, run in aid of their KCC’s. Mick
Tustain and Mike Woods were running it
and I really went along to learn a few bits,
but with no real intention of competing in
the stake. Well, Roy took to it very quickly
and then under the guidance of Mike we
entered our first PD open under Anne
Bussey.
We have had a few ups and downs this
year, as all teams do, but it’s the downs
that make you stronger, in my mind, as you
learn what you need to do to progress to
that next level. All the hard work and effort
has been down to the group with whom I
train. They are willing to put on sleeves,
hide in trees, ditches etc, and it’s down to
your helpers when success comes along.

* * * * * *
GARY MARTIN
WITH
WTCH TYTRI ROY

Dog’s Pet Name: Roy
Breed:
Border Collie
Breeder:
Mrs C Theobald
Date of Birth: 18/06/2003
Sire:
Anosonata Fanfare
Dam:
Bridgalpie Tri Mischief
Qualified at:
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Sire: Dasty von der Bergher Hochburg
Dam: Chiwa vom Berenrather Berg at
Latchets

So to Bob, Mark, Craig, and Rita - huge
thanks. To Paul and Andy for helping out
as well, cheers fellas. But a huge thank you
to Mike Woods, without whose guidance
we would never have made it to this level.
He sees everything and you won’t ever
have him over!! He mulls a problem over
and will always come up with the answer cheers mate.
Caroline my wife is always there with
advice and giving us a bit of a steer with
our training. She is so supportive and has
such a good eye when dog training - thanks
for all your help.
To Stan, Christine and all the Surrey gang,
thank you for putting on the event and I
know it’ll go well for you. And finally, to
my fellow competitors in both stakes, and
Lorna and Mick, the judges, the very best
of luck and I hope you enjoy the trial.

Qualified at: 		
Midland Counties GSDA (Judge:
Graham Reaney)
Thanks to Graham Reaney for giving us
the opportunity to compete at this year’s
KCC’s, having awarded us the CC at
Midland Counties GSD Association’s trial
last October. It was a great test and we
both thoroughly enjoyed it.
This will be Boss’s third time to compete
at the KCC’s and it will be his last, as, by
the time the trial comes round, he will be
eight and a half years of age, and I think
that it will be a very fitting time for him
to retire. He has had a good trials career,
considering that we have not competed
at that many trials, due to our choice of
location to live. I think it is fair to say that
he has a reasonable fan club, and never
fails to entertain, not necessarily to my best
interests at the time! But all in all he has
nothing to prove. I hope that we can both
enjoy this, our last performance together,
on the trials field anyway.
Since taking semi-retirement Boss has
been involved in a number of ‘acting’ roles
in advertising and films. Strange that it
always seems to involve a lot of barking. I
can’t think why they would choose him for
that sort of role.
May I take this opportunity to thank
all those involved, in any way, with the
running of trials and long may it continue,
it is a great sport, with a lot of really good
people. I wish everyone a good weekend.
We will all take home the best dog!

* * * * * *
JEFF POOLE
WITH
WTCH LATCHETS BOSS
CDEx - TDEx, PDEx

Dog’s Pet Name: Boss
Breed:
GSD
Breeder:
Mrs J Ashford
Date of Birth: 16/01/2002

* * * * * *
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TRACKING DOG STAKE

successfully into working trials, and Mum
and I watched from the sidelines with great
interest.
In the early 1990’s Mum took back a BC,
Cap, that she had puppy walked for Guide
Dogs and had since been retired early. We
joined Midlothian DTC and under Helen
and also Bill Richardson’s guidance, the
training started in earnest and eventually at
Scarborough trial in 1996, Cap achieved a
TDEx with the reserve ticket.
Having joined the police in 1990, I
transferred to the Dog Section five years
later for undoubtedly the best job there is
in the force. Eight years of working the
dogs and catching the bad guys (and the
occasional innocent one) gives terrific
memories.
Since the very first time I judged in 1995,
I have been fortunate enough to have been
given advice and stewarding opportunities
by some first class folk, especially Harry
Arbuckle, Jean Faulks, Alan Bolton and
Jean Cooke. I would also like to wish
John Watts the very best; we competed in
the same stakes on many occasions and I
know he’d been looking forward to judging
the PD Stake this year.
I have been blessed with super dogs, all
very different, though none as different
than my current one in trials, a cross Mali/
Dutch Herder - my husband keeps asking if
the next dog can be normal.
Family now takes priority so I don’t make
it to as many trials as I used to. Judging
gives me the luxury of watching the dogs
work without being prodded by two small
children and judging at the KCC’s - well it
doesn’t get better than that.
I hope I set a test that will be worthy of
all the dogs and handlers I am judging, that
you all qualify and the one with the highest
marks wins.
I wish everyone at Surrey DTC the best
of luck and thank them for running the

Judge: Lorna Cottier

I would like to thank the Kennel Club for
the invitation to judge the TD Stake at this
Championship Trial and all the Societies
for nominating me - what a privilege it is.
My first taste of the KCC’s was in 1996
when SWTS hosted the event at Lauder
and I organised the catering, amongst other
things. In 1999 I competed for the first
time with Hamish and won the TD Stake.
Four years as a competitor in either the TD
or PD Stake followed and I have relished
every moment.
My introduction to working trials was in
1989 when I saw a John Rogerson course
at the Moncrieffe Estate. Our family pet
was a Dunmonaidh bred GSD and from the
mid eighties, as a teenager, I had dabbled
in showing with little success. Through
this I met Helen Kelly, who progressed
12

trial. To the competitors - the very best of
luck, I hope you all enjoy the occasion and
privilege of competing at the KCC’s.

Well, another funny year. Dug went to the
KCC’s last year still not 100% but getting
there, and he qualified TD and ended up
in 3rd place. I left Essex keen to do lots
of training to get him fit and working well
again. Our reward, the CC at Skipsea for
the second year running - thanks to Graham
Reaney for setting a good test that suited us
very well; we went home from Yorkshire
feeling very good. Dug then did it again at
Oxford; thanks to Anne Collen for a very
interesting test which we enjoyed very
much. Dug really is a great dog that I adore
and I feel so lucky to have found him.
Unfortunately, after getting Dug fit, it was
my turn to spoil things; an operation took
me out of things for a while and as I am
writing this I am still struggling to cope as
well as I did before, especially as I am now
working two dogs, something I have never
done before. Still, I am determined to get
Dug, Reg and myself as fit as fleas, fingers
crossed!
I am lucky to have some great friends who
have given me a lot of support over the last
year, too many to list but you know who
you are and I thank you so much for the
phone calls, visits, cards, texts, flowers and
gifts!
I do have to give a few special thanks, to Pat
and Yvonne who are my training mentors
and must get sick of my over dramatic
moments but never say so - everyone needs
friends like you, thanks so much! And of
course to my number one mentor, fan and
friend, Gary - you are my hero and I don’t
know what I would do without you; thanks
for being there for me, all of the time.
Good luck to Surrey, to Lorna and Mick,
to all other competitors in TD and PD but
very, very special good luck wishes to Pat
and Moo; enjoy it and remember this, you
are both brilliant!!

* * * * * *
JULIE ATKINS
WITH
GARY AND JULIE ATKINS’ WTCH
OUR DUG,
CDEx, UDEx, WDEx, TDEx

Dog’s Pet Name: Dug
Breed:
Border Collie
Breeder:
Mrs G Watson
Date of Birth: 29/04/2003
Sire:
Glyn
Dam:
Jan
Qualified at:
YWTS Skipsea (Judge: Graham
Reaney), ASPADS Oxford (Judge: Anne
Collen)
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ANN BEDFORD
WITH
ABI NEVIS SAY DIE

someone who shares the highs and the lows,
and who also consumes the same copious
amounts of tea (plus other beverages)! I
would also like to thank anyone else who
has helped me along the way with advice
and encouragement, not forgetting Derek,
who resigned himself quite early on to the
fact that I’d hijacked his dog to work in
trials!
Due to our location we don’t actually attend
a lot of trials and this year has been even
worse than usual as Abi has been on three
legs for most of it. However, at the time of
writing, she currently has four corners, so
fingers crossed and many thanks to those
who have helped achieve this.
Abi is a great wee dog who always tries and
I am very proud of what she has achieved
and that she has been given this chance to
compete in such a prestigious event.
Good luck to everyone competing this
year, let’s hope the weather and the judge
are kind to us.

Dog’s Pet Name: Abi
Breed:
Cross-breed
Date of Birth: 06/08/2004
Further Details Unknown

* * * * * *

Qualified at:		
SWTS Lauder 2009 (Judge: Judy
Meekings)

ANN CLARKE
WITH
STYPERSON QUINCEY
CDEx, UDEx, WDEx, TDEx

Abi qualified for these championships at
Lauder under Judy Meekings; many thanks
to Judy for giving Abi this opportunity.
She came from the local rescue kennel after
Tom Middlemas announced he had ‘a pup
that would work’. How right he was. We
went along to see her and the small grey fur
ball arrived home (to be greeted by grumpy
matriarch Mollie who promptly redesigned
one of her eyes).
Lorraine Wilson and I attempt to meet
up every week for a training session and
keep each other going. It’s good to have

Dog’s Pet Name: Quincey
14

Breed:
Breeder:
Date of Birth:
Sire:
Dam:

Labrador Retriever
Mr & Mrs J Dudley
09/05/2005
FtCh Endacott Shelf
Styperson Dulsie
Cannaphail

everyone who has helped me in any way
over the years, with training ideas, or just
life. Last but by no means least, thanks
must go to Annie Thorpe, without whose
help, support and friendship over the last
five years I really could not have done it.
Good luck to all the other competitors, but
of course especially to Annie and Izzy.

Qualified at:
BAGSD Tewkesbury (Judge Tony
Orchard)

* * * * * *

I would like to thank Eileen Dudley for
letting me have Quincey and my late
husband Ron for insisting it was a good
idea (he’s probably saying “told you so”
right now). Quince is a lovely, gentle,
easygoing lad at home who loves to be
with his hero, Solo - in fact they are rarely
apart. However, he becomes an exuberant
lunatic when work is proposed, probably
because we were a bit late starting and he
had a weight and strength advantage over
me right from the start. How I wish I was
30 years younger and two stone heavier
when he’s tracking! Training has not been
easy, not because he isn’t keen, but because
he is. His biggest fault is that he is too
enthusiastic, and tries too hard to please.
Very much a Peter Pan, I have not rushed to
put him in Ticket and the plan was to mix
Championships with a few Opens to keep
him confident, however he obviously felt
quite confident and, to my total surprise, not
only qualified at his second Championship
but also won. I think I was too dazed to be
“over the moon”. I just hope I don’t let him
down in October.
Thanks to Tony for awarding us the Ticket
and Tom for laying such a beautiful track;
also to Charlie and Martine for running
Tewkesbury Trial for BAGSD and to all
their helpers. Thanks to Surrey for hosting
the KCC’s this year - deja vu for me, as
Jaikie’s sole Ticket was to the Surrey
KCC’s many years ago. Many thanks to

DIANA COLLIE
WITH
IR WTCH COLLIEWOOD BROWN
EYES BLUE
CDEx - TDEx

Dog’s Pet Name: Crystal
Breed:
Working Sheepdog
Breeder:
Paul Anderson
Date of Birth: 11/1/2003
Sire:
WTCh Waggerland
Fizz
Dam:
Forest Sprite Psyche
15

Qualified at:
SATS (Judge: Les Theobald)

Dog’s Pet Name: Flynn
Breed:
Working Sheepdog
Breeder:
M P Snow
Date of Birth: 20/08/2004
Sire:
WTCh Hartshill Rob
Dam:
Waggerland Codey

Crystal and I are looking forward to the
KCC’s. Having been runner up three times
in the preceding 6 months, we finally put it
all together at SATS under Les Theobald.
We were over to compete on the Irish team
in the World Cup Obedience at Crufts that
week, and thought Crystal might as well do
a bit of multitasking and take in a working
trial as well! Thank you, Les, for seeing fit
to award us the ticket.
Crystal is a busy girl; she also competes
in ticket in Agility at home and the UK,
and is only one qualifier away from also
competing in ticket in Obedience in the
UK.
Thanks to all who have helped and
supported us through the years. Good luck
to all my fellow competitors, particularly
Suzanne with Bandit (Crystal’s brother).
Thanks to Surrey DTS for hosting the
KCC’s. I’m sure they will do a great job.

Qualified at: 		
Leamington (Judge: Lorna Cottier)
Flynn and I qualified for this year’s KCC’s
by winning the ticket at Leamington
Trial, so many thanks to Lorna Cottier for
thinking we were worthy enough and for
making Flynn a Working Trials Champion.
Thanks also to Len and Lé Newman for
laying my track and square and Pat Herbert,
the C/A steward for that special day.
Flynn is a lovely dog to work with and
has always given me 100%, even when I
manage to get things wrong. He is a very
honest little dog, a pleasure to own and for
me a dog of a lifetime. Thanks to Mike
Snow for breeding Flynn and a very special
thank you to Tony Lockyer - without your
help and advice none of this would have
been possible.
I am really looking forward to competing
at the KCC’s and would like to wish Surrey
and all my fellow competitors the best of
luck. I must also thank Sandra for all the
support she has given me since I started
trials, and Flynn, the most important
member of the team.

* * * * * *
GARY HAIM
WITH
WTCH WAGGERLAND DILEMMA

* * * * * *
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PAT HERBERT
WITH
GLENALPINE MOO
CDEx, UDEx, WDEx, TDEx

track, Jan her square and Pat stewarding the
control - thank you to you all for making it
a memorable occasion.
Thank you to Martine and Charlie for
letting me have Moo, she’s great.
A very big thank you must go to Julie and
Gary for all their invaluable help in training
her and being on the end of the phone when
things are not going quite right - I couldn’t
have done it without you. Also thank you
to Yvonne, Eric and Sue for all their help
and everyone else who has helped me,
especially those at the Somerset weekend.
I would also like to thank everyone for all
their support; that is what makes Trialling
such a brilliant sport, all the encouragement
no matter what stake you are working and
how you are doing. Also to thank all the
organisers, judges, tracklayers, square
stewards and helpers in any capacity in
working trials who make it possible for us
all to compete in this great sport. Thank
you to Surrey for hosting the KCC’s.
We are looking forward to competing at the
KCC’s and I hope I do not let Moo down.
Good luck to all competitors, with special
luck to Julie and Dug. I hope you all enjoy
yourselves.

Dog’s Pet Name: Moo
Breed:
Border Collie
Breeder:
Mr and Mrs C Taylor
Date of Birth: 10/07/2007
Sire:
WTCh Glenalpine Matt
Dam:
Lass of Glenalpine
Qualified at:
ASPADS Scarborough (Judge: Jean
Howells)
Moo is my little star, it was just meant to
be that I was to have her. When Julie told
me that Martine was breeding a litter from
Julie’s Matt and Lass, I asked if I could
have one as I was going to have to retire
Jill. When the litter was about 3 weeks old
Martine sent photos, there was one she had
nicknamed Moo. Well with all the years
I had worked with cows this seemed an
omen. Anyway, I was able to have Moo
and the name stuck. She filled a big hole
when I lost Dot; she is always there for me.
Work wise she gives her all and I cannot
ask any more of her.
She qualified for the KCC’s at Scarborough
under Jean Howells, with Tom laying her

* * * * * *
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SUSANNE JAFFA
WITH
OBCH AMBERSLADE BUCKANEER
CDEx, UDEx, WDEx, TDEx

and errand running they do on my behalf….
Thank you.
Thank you to John West for considering us
worthy of the TD ticket at Wessex, we will
do our best to make you proud.

* * * * * *
MARGERY LEE
WITH
LOKI MISCHIEF MAKER

Dog’s Pet Name: Buck
Breed:
Australian Shepherd
Breeder:
Tracy Coutts
Date of Birth: 15/04/2006
Sire: WTCh Accra Eazel Bob,
CDEx - TDEx, PDEx
Dam: Fulmays Right Attitude At
Amberslade
Qualified at: 		
Wessex (Judge: John West)
Winning the TD ticket at Wessex was
even more than I dared to dream. This
was Buck’s first attempt in Working Trials
Ticket, a year to the day since his first
time in Obedience Ticket (which he won
too). He quickly attained his obedience
title, retiring at Crufts, by winning the
Dog Obedience Championships in March
2010…. Wow what a year…. Definitely
the stuff that dreams are made of!
Good Luck to all who have qualified but a
little bit extra luck to Dave Marchant and
Jane Webb. Writing of friends, I would
like to thank the many for sharing their
knowledge and experience, without which
I wouldn’t be writing this letter! Wendy
Donaldson and Marney Wells deserve a
special mention here, for all the hard work

Dog’s Pet Name: Loki
Date of Birth: 22/02/2004
Breed:
Working Sheepdog
Further Details Unknown
Qualified at: 		
Poole 2009 (Judge: Jill Carruthers)
So many “Thank You’s” - firstly to Jill
Carruthers, who set the sort of test that
allowed Loki to show what he was capable
of, to the farmer who let me have first
choice of puppy from a litter, and to my
husband for choosing Loki, to John West
for introducing me to this sport and for
keeping me on the straight and narrow
through the early years, to Tony Lockyer
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Qualified at:
KCC’s 2009 (Judge: Charlie
Taylor), Yorkshire WTS (Judge: Pat
Hodgkins), ASPADS Enfield (Judge:
Frances Ball)

for the help and encouragement later on,
to all at Wessex for their help and support
through the years, to my husband for the
miles of tracks he has laid for us ( and to
all the farmers who have allowed us to use
their land). A special big thank you to Loki
for being the dog he is, firstly to work but
also to live with.
I would like to wish all my fellow
competitors the very best of luck, especially
those from the West Country. I do hope that
the Judges also enjoy this special occasion

Winning the KCC’s last year was a
very special moment, never had I dreamed
of winning this event three times. We
have gone on to win two more Tickets this
year which now brings Gyp’s total to eight
so far. My thanks to everyone who has
helped me over the last thirty eight years,
and especially anyone who has laid tracks
and squares for Gyp to help with his article
recognition, which at times can be a bit
suspect!
Good luck and thanks to the committee at
Surrey for organising this year’s event - I
know it will be great as I have been at all
three that you previously ran, the first two
as a spectator and the other as a competitor.
Surrey has always been a lucky Trial venue
for me; I have qualified there over twenty
times in all, with 4 Ticket wins and 3
Reserves.
Good luck also to all my fellow competitors,
particularly to Margery with Loki and to
Gary with Flynn, but we will be trying to
beat you!

* * * * * *
TONY LOCKYER
WITH
WTCH DOUBLE TOP AT
HARTSHILL

* * * * * *

Dog’s Pet Name: Gyp
Date of Birth: 26/02/2004
Breed:
Working Sheepdog
Breeder:
R I Lockyer
Sire:  
Bullseye
Dam:
Rosie
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PAT PARKINSON
WITH
WTCH CARISHILL HYACINTH

obedience friends, who incidentally think I
am quite mad - you really have helped with
Poppy’s control. A special thank you to
Margaret Robinson for all the time so freely
given, over the last few months. I feel I
now have more control and understanding
of Poppy’s sometime butterfly brain.
I’d like to thank Surrey for their hard work
before, during and after the KCC’s. Good
luck to Lorna who is missing her daughter’s
birthday to judge. That is true dedication
in my mind, but I’m sure you’ll have fun.
Good luck to my fellow competitors.
Finally thanks to Anne for allowing me to
have Poppy; she really is very special.

* * * * * *
Dog’s Pet Name: Poppy
Breed:
Golden Retriever
Breeder:
Anne Wright
Date of Birth: 03/04/2004
Sire:
Storm Shadow, TDEx
Dam:
Sladeway Kyly

SUZANNE PLUMB
WITH
WTCH COLLIEWOOD CAVALLERO

Qualified at:
Dundee (Judge: Bob Russell)
This is the second time Poppy has won at
Dundee. Thank you to all my friends there
and to Bob Russell for judging us worthy
of winning the ticket. Sorry I was so
emotional, but I have been working Golden
Retrievers for over 30 years and had almost
given up the hope of ever achieving the
title. This makes Poppy the first Golden
Retriever Working Trials Champion.
I am very proud to be able to represent this
beautiful breed at the KCC’s. Poppy is a
capable little dog, and I hope she manages
to hold it together as she did in 2008.
Thanks to Julie Atkins and Jean Cooke for
their help with the sendaway. Also to my

Dog’s Pet Name: Bandit
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Breed:
Breeder:
Date of Birth:
Sire:
Dam:

Working Sheepdog
Mr P J Anderson
11/01/2003
WTCh Waggerland
Fizz
Forest Sprite Psyche,
CDEx

ANNE THORPE
WITH
WTCH GLENALPINE IZZIE

Qualified at:
NECWTS Satley (Judge: Barry Gilbert)
This will be Bandit’s third visit to the
KCC’s and my 4th. Thank you to Barry
Gilbert for awarding Bandit his fourth
ticket at Satley and the interesting test.
Bandit is 7 years old and is a very confident
and focussed dog; his enthusiasm for every
exercise in trials gives me so much pleasure
I really enjoy competing and hope to get to
more trials with him this year.
Thank you to all who have helped and
supported me with Bandit’s training. To
my cheerleaders, Pat, Liz and Tom - I hope
you enjoy the occasion at Surrey as much
as I intend to. Good luck to my fellow
competitors, especially Diana and Crystal,
and thank you Surrey DTS for hosting
this year’s event - I hope we all have a
successful few days and that the weather
is kind.

Dog’s Pet Name: Izzie
Breed:
Border Collie
Breeder:
Mr and Mrs C Taylor
Date of Birth: 28/06/2001
Sire:
WTCh Anasonata
Drovers Dilemma
Dam:
Glenalpine Humbug
Qualified at:

Iceni 2009

What can I say about Izzie, well, she really
is very special, full of energy, never gives
up and always tries her hardest to please.
She is a pleasure to own and train, and over
the years she’s got me out of a few holes on
the tracking field.
This years KCC’s will be a very special
one for us as Iz will be retiring. She is still
fit and well, and I hope this will be the case
for many years to come. Over the past
7 and a bit years we’ve had a lot of fun,
travelled a lot of miles and had a lot of help
from a lot of people – thank you to you

* * * * * *
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all. I would also like to thank Ron Jaques
for awarding Izzie the ticket at Iceni and
deeming us worthy of a place at this year’s
championship.
I’m really looking forward to competing
this year and would like to wish Surry
DTS and my fellow competitors good luck,
especially Wendy Beasley with Izzie’s
sister Phoebe. I’m sure we will all have a
good time.

Pippa won her Ticket under Margaret
Robinson at Surrey, making her a WTCh.
Needless to say, I am extremely proud of
her. Thank you so much, Margaret, for
considering us worthy of the honour.
From very humble beginnings Pippa
has blossomed into the perfect pet and a
wonderful working dog – I am so lucky to
be a part of her life.

* * * * * *

* * * * * *

NICK WILLIAMS
WITH
SUNSHINE ANTIC
CDEx - TDEx

JANE WEBB
WITH
WTCh INSTINCTIVELY PIPPA

Dog’s Pet Name: Antic
Breed:
Working Sheep Dog
Dob:
01/03/2005
Further Details Unknown
Qualified at: 		
Hampshire WTS (Judge: Maureen
Reagan)
I bought Antic from a rescue centre after
seeing her advertised on the internet. She
was 12 months old when I got her and I was
her third owner. This little unregistered
Collie just wants to please. Our tea time
bike ride helps keep Antic fit and we both

Dog’s Pet Name: Pippa
Breed:
Working Sheepdog
Further Details Unknown
Qualified at:
Surrey (Judge: Margaret Robinson)
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enjoy it. Under the careful help of my wife,
Pat, and coach Rod Roberts, our partnership
as gone from strength to strength. Antic is
my Star and I feel the sky is the limit.
Thanks to Hampshire WTS for a great trial,
and I would like to wish all my competitors
the best of luck.

expectations and I will never forget the
day when Kash won the TD Ticket under
Len Newman at Midland Border Collie
Club Championship Trial. We were the
happiest and proudest handler and dog on
this planet, a dream come true. Thank you,
Len, for awarding us the Ticket and so, I
thought, giving us the chance to work at
the prestigious KCC’s. I never thought I
would be writing this instead of competing.
Following our success and still on cloud
9, we went on to run off for the Reserve
Ticket at Yorkshire the following week. I
had entered and was looking forward to
competing at the Surrey Trials in April, but
unfortunately I fell and broke my wrist so
this put us out of action for a while and then,
all so unexpectedly, in June I lost my boy
and my world fell apart. I still can’t come
to terms with things, but I do know how
fortunate and grateful I am to have shared
my life with him. He brought me so much
joy and pleasure and asked for nothing in
return and I loved him to bits. A judge once
wrote ‘what a striking performance and my
scribe and I were touched by the loving
way he looks at you’. Kash, you have left
me with so many wonderful memories to
cherish ….. Run free my son until we meet
again.
I would like to thank Chris Bell for his
help and advice and to all my friends and
colleagues from all over the country who
have given me so much support, both in
our success and now in my sorrow.
To my fellow competitors, I wish you all
good luck…. my thoughts will be with
you.

* * * * * *
JENY MILLER
AND
FOXFOLD CO-ALITION
OW, CDEx, UDEx, WDEx, TDEx

Dog’s Pet Name: Kash
Breed:
GSD x WS
Dates:
26/04/04 – 13/06/10
Qualified at:
Midland Border Collie Club (Judge:
Len Newman)
I am finding this so difficult and the tears
are falling as I write this tribute to my
Special Boy. Kash was such a larger than
life character, full of energy and enjoyed
every minute of his life, nothing fazed him
and his enthusiasm for work was only to
be admired.
2010 started off so well, exceeding all my
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TRIAL REPORTS
NORTH EAST COUNTIES
WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

Lindsay Wightman and JURA,
Vizsla, Q, 85.5. Another team who put in a
good performance.
4th
Rachel Young and ADDI, WSD,
Q, 83.5. A good performance with just one
or two things to tidy up
3rd

Week ending 25 October 2009
STAKES: CD AND VETERAN

Also qualified:
Pam Wadsworth and JIC, Bouvier, 80

Judge: JUNE McPHILLIPS
Tracklayers: Lol Campbell and Bill Norman
Steward: David McPhillips

Veteran Stake:
Thanks to David for stewarding and making sure I was in the right field at the right
time and to Lol and Bill for laying the
tracks just the way you would want them
laid. Lastly thanks to the competitors, it’s
always a pleasure to judge the oldies (dogs,
not handlers!!!!) as they all thoroughly enjoy themselves.

Firstly, apologies for the lateness of this
report.
Thank you to the committee of North East
Counties Working Trials Society for the invitation to judge. Julz Findeisen and her
team run a fantastic trial and the B&B was
second to none. Thanks to the ladies in the
base and also in the kitchen who kept us
well fed and watered.

Pat Williams and JED (age 10),
Lab, 199.5. The oldest competitor but Jed
went round the track on rails and was delighted with the squeaky toys.
2nd
Gail Gwesyn-Pryce and WANDA
(age 9), GSD, 195. Another lovely track by
a dog who obviously didn’t realise she had
retired!!!
3rd
Fran Atkin and BRECON (age 7),
WSD, 194. Brecon was first on and certainly didn’t disappoint
4th
Ann Bedford and RONA (age 7),
GSD, 186. Rona did a lovely track but
wasn’t too impressed by the articles!!!
1st

CD Stake:
Thanks to David for stewarding and keeping me in check and to Pat for being on the
gate (not much fun in the pouring rain!!!).
Also, thanks to the competitors, it was a
pleasure to watch your dogs. Congratulations to those who qualified and to those
who didn’t, it will come in time.
Rosemary Smyth and KEZ, BC,
Q, 94.5. A cracking team and one to watch.
Also won the best nosework trophy.
2nd
Jayne Lewis and PI, Estrella, Q,
93. It’s always nice to see a different breed
and Pi certainly didn’t disappoint.
1st
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WELSH KC
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
6 - 7 February 2010
Bridgend

with a variety of positions adopted or shuffling; only one dog completed the down
stay successfully.
Keep up the training on the jumps and
stays, you’ll get there soon.

STAKES: INTRODUCTORY AND CD

1st

R Collier and ROSMARINUS
RAINMAIDEN OF PEPPERBOX, BC,
86, Q. Excellent work through all exercises with minimum marks lost, Becky, which
gave you a well deserved qualifying mark
without the down stay. Work on the stays
and jumps and Breeze can get CDEx.
2nd
J Davies and ANNACOURT
ANJA, GSD, 75.5, NQ. Very nice control
work Janette, the jumps cost you today.
3rd
A Larsson-Clifford and TOBIAS
BLACKBEARD, Cross, 70, NQ. First
time competitor in trials and not too bad
an attempt. The only dog to complete
both stays with confidence. You just need
to tidy up some of the exercises. Toby is
enthusiastic so keep up the lovely attitude
(both of you).
4th
N Ansell and GEFNI DEVIL IN
DISGUISE, GSD, 60, NQ. A seasoned
competitor with some nice work, with tidy,
happy heelwork. The jumps caused you
the most problems today.

Judge: ZOE FINLAY
Steward: Gill Lawrence
Thanks to the Welsh KC for the appointment to judge the Introductory Stake, the
first time this stake has been run. Thanks to
Lindsey Poole, Trials Manager, Brian Riste
for the base and scoreboard, Barbara Riste
for the lovely food, and finally to Gill Lawrence, my steward. Gill was good company and did everything just as I asked.
INTRODUCTORY STAKE:
On Saturday we were blessed with a lovely
sunny day. We had 8 entries and 6 ran,
with a mixture of breeds. Searches were
well executed with all articles retrieved
by all dogs except for one, and just minor
marks lost for mouthing and dropped articles. Retrieves were mixed. We did the sit
stay individually after the nosework and all
dogs succeeded. The standard of heelwork
was, on the whole, not too bad, all handlers
making good use of being allowed to use
commands. Recalls were generally good.
Half the dogs had a good attempt at the
sendaway; unfortunately, the others hadn’t
quite grasped the concept yet. The jumps,
as usual, caused the most problems, only
one returning over the scale, some refusing the scale altogether, and most requiring
second attempts at the long and/or clear.
Down stays at the end were very twitchy

CD STAKE:
Sunday was a chillier day but pleasant for
working. 4 entries and 3 ran. No qualifiers today due to the stays and jumps; the
dogs were not settled at all in either stay,
all breaking the sit and most breaking the
down.
S Holden and SILENROK
XEVEN VIKA, Bouvier, 69, NQ. I’ve

1st
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never seen a Bouvier work in trials before
but Tanks loves his work. A very tidy control round with some lovely proper trials
heelwork and good sendaway. The only
dog with full marks jumps - such a shame
about the stays. Keep up the training Sasha, I’m sure you’ll get there.
2nd
J Davies and ANNABOURT
ANJA, GSD, 66, NQ. Another nice control round but no sendaway today. The
only dog to almost do the down stay. With
some work on the jumps and stays I’m sure
you’ll get there soon.
3rd
J Jefferson and BEKKIS THE
PATHFINDER, BC, 65, NQ. Some nice
control work with a super sendaway and
the best search of the day. Sort the jumps
and stays, Jenny, and you’ll crack it soon.

judge - he appears a gentle soul for a former
policeman! To Christine for managing the
base - never an easy task - thank you.
Working Trials is not an easy sport to get
into initially unless you own a set of jumps
and twenty acres of tracking land - if you
did, it could well be easier to do so if you
were able to share these two items with
someone already in the sport who needed to
borrow your jumps and your tracking land!
Once most were all over forty in working
trials, then fifty and now over sixty. Three
people helping at this trial were over eighty
– a testimony to their good health but we
need younger people in our sport if it is to
survive.
I am pleased that the Working Trial Council finally managed to move forward the
implementation of the Introductory Stake.
The stake may make it easier for people
and their dogs to get started in working trials competition.
Of the fourteen dogs entered four managed
to obtain a qualifying mark.

* * * * * *
SURREY DTS
OPEN TRIAL
20 - 21 February 2010
Newdigate, Dorking, Surrey

Lindsey Poole, VOMKYNA
DIAZ, GSD, B, 23/06/08, 95.5. Congratulations Lindsey - you trial managed the first
and won the second Introductory Stake.
Good lively shepherd bitch.
2nd
Sylvia Cook, WestMids ABI OF
GOLDOAK, GSD, B, 10/09/04, 91. Another good shepherd but handler needs
confidence. Only the first step is difficult!
3rd
Jennifer Burcher, MOONBEAM
LUNAR MAGIC, Crossbreed, B, FDU,
01/01/05, good first performance. One of a
group from local Dog Club – well done.
4th
Sue Gilmour, VROCHAS ALISUM, GSD, B, 07/05/03, 84.5. Well done,
another shepherd bitch having a good day.
1st

Stake: Introductory
Judge: STAN FORD
Steward: Bert Maynard
Firstly, my thanks to Charlie and Snugs
Frost for allowing us the use of their
farmland in this beautiful Surrey village.
Thanks also to Bert Maynard for stewarding the competitors. I thought Bert was the
person, if I was competing at something
for the first time, I would like to assist the
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Finally to those who were unable to qualify
this weekend, do keep trying. This is a fantastic dog sport for both dog and handler. It
can be difficult at times but it is well worth
the effort. My dog club is about to run another “TRY TRIALS” weekend. If it is as
good as the last it will be well worth it.

all their hard work. Finally, thanks to the
competitors, most of whom accepted my
decisions. I was quite happy to discuss my
marking with any competitor at the trial.
My email address is carfeld@talktalk.net;
if anyone wants to know why they lost
marks, I’ll be happy to explain my reasons.
I set a simple track pattern with generous
articles on the track and in the square. Most
of the dogs were pretty messy working the
square and in retrieval and presentation of
the articles, and this was costly. Only one
dog got full style/handling marks - Sheila
Margreaves’ GSD. In control marks were
lost for lack of definition in change of pace
on heelwork, slow return on retrieve, and
extra commands on the sendaway. I’d
asked that competitors did not grab or
over-handle their dogs and one or two lost
marks for that. Overall the majority of the
dogs were very good.

* * * * * *
BAGSD
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
9 – 11 April 2010
Flintham
STAKE: WD
Judge: YVONNE CARPENTER
Track Layers: Andrea Lynd and Tom
Darby
Search and Control Steward: Eric Carpenter

Moira Rogerson, XANDOA’S
CHANCE, CDEx, UDEx, WDEx, BC,
189.5 (2+4), Q WDEx. Expertly handled
by Moira, Chance worked a good track and
square, only losing marks on the sendaway
in the C/A. Also Best Nosework. Well
done.
2nd
Lee Payne, LITTLE ROUGH
RHINESTONE, CDEx - WDEx, X-brd,
185 (2+4), Q WDEx. Diesel lost marks
for casting on the track, worked a very nice
square and did a good C/A round. Well
done.
3rd
Liz de Unger, STYPERSON
ROYCE, Lab, 184.5 (2+3), WDEx. Sohrab was a little bit untidy on the track, but
did a cracking C/A round losing just 1 on
the heelwork and 1 on the sendaway. Well
done.
1st

Thanks to BAGSD for the invitation to
judge, and to Sheila and her team (Dave
Waite and Liz Warrior) for all their hard
work organising and running the trial. It
paid off – sunny, warm weather, lovely refreshments, thanks to Jacqui Gibney, aided
by Linda and Diane, and an efficient base
courtesy of Jan. Thanks to you all. This
trial has the first wish on the Trials Managers Wish List - a landowner that competes in trials! Thanks to Liz and the other
farmers for use of their land over the three
days. The competitors were lucky enough
to have Tom and Andrea as their tracklayers and 90% of the competitors completed
the track. Thanks to Tom, Andrea and Eric
(very smelly, efficient square layer) for
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bold
Criminals: Tom and Gill Davies, Vic,
Jackie and Antony Snook
Scribe: Laura Bardwell

Julie Atkins, GLENALPINE
REG, CDEx - WDEx, BC, 183.5 (2+3), Q
WDEx. Julie and Reg worked a stunning
track losing marks for only a minor error.
Reg then went on to work an excellent C/A
round, losing just 2 on the sendaway. Well
done.
4th

Thank you to BAGSD for the opportunity to judge Ticket at this trial, and also to
Sheila Tannert and her team, for their hard
work to ensure my job was made as easy as
possible, leaving me to have only the competitors to concentrate on.
Thanks to Jan Darby for her diligent work
at base and to Jacqui Gibney for her sterling
work in the kitchen, not only supplying us
with food and drink in the field, but also
laying on some first class evening meals. A
special thanks to Liz and John Warrior for
opening their home to me and making me
feel very welcome, in fact it was like home
from home. Thanks also to the competitors
who where first class sports and a pleasure
to judge.
Special thanks also to the criminals, who
once again came up with the goods, both
on the day and previously, helping create
the test, and on the day doing all the spade
work - not easy on a steep hillside.
So to my test: I set a fourteen leg track, not
easy but it was Ticket stake, good sized articles but placed in such a way as not to
be obvious to the eye. My square articles
where selected to test the dogs’ ability to
return them undamaged, also not small but
certainly testing.
The Control and Agility was straight forward but as these two sections have within
them their own pitfalls we suffered the usual failures in these two sections.
The Patrol round started with the quarter,
not a big one but not easy either; towards
the end of the quarter the dog encountered

Also qualifying WDEx:
Dave Marchant, MISTER BEAMISH,
WSD, 183.
Fran Atkin, BLELDRI OF STEPASIDE,
CDEx - WDEx, WSD, 181.5.
Sheila Margreaves, SHADOWQUEST
KANE, CDEx, UDEx, GSD 180.5.
Sue Ashby, THE TITAN, CDEx, UDEx,
WSD, 178.5. What can I say about Sue and
Titan’s tracking. I wish we’d made a video
of it. The handling was perfection, Titan
only made one minor error. Anyone wanting to know how to improve their tracking
should go along to trials and watch this
team.
Jill Carruthers, VOMKYNA DARCA,
CDEx, UDEx, GSD, 176.
Richard Musgrave, XANDOA SAM, BC,
171.5.
Paula Jaques, EMM OF EMLEY, CDEx WDEx, BC, 170.
Lisa Coull, CALLISAE SCARCITY,
CDEx, UDEx, Weim, 168.5.

STAKE: PD
Judge: GRAHAM REANEY
Tracklayers: David Waite and John
Weselby
Square stewards: Liz Warrior and
Maeve Weselby
Stewards: David Waite and Linda New28

a innocent family enjoying a picnic, sat at a
low table containing three plates of smelly,
tasty, sardines - easily available should the
dog feel a little peckish! When the handler arrived at the table he was told by the
family of some sort of disturbance in a tent
about 100 yards away. The quarter needed
to be continued; on the arrival of the handler at the tent they needed to bring the dog
under control and continue the search and
escort without interruption.
A full search was required. During the
handler’s search of the tent the criminal
was told to creep off, interrupting the handler’s search of the tent, or perhaps losing
the criminal. Once the handler was satisfied his search at the tent was completed he
needed to escort the criminal to a holding
area; during this escort an attack on handler
would be made. As the test was a lockout
they did not know that during that attack
a second sustained attack would be made
from behind - this attack would be determined and quick. A gun and knife were
hidden and needed to be found in this section.
On to the chase and recall: for these two
exercises the handler was led to believe
that more than one of each was required
and that he would not be told about the recall until the last second. In reality he had
one of each, the recall being first; he was
told it was the recall at the moment he was
required to do so. This, of course, was followed by the chase.
Finally the test of courage: this attack on
the dog was made about fifty yards from
the handler, and it was determined and
noisy.
1st

ON SQUEEZER. A strong confident performance in all sections by this team, who
listened to what I said at the briefing and
acted upon it. A well deserved win, congratulations. 278.5
2nd
Manda McLellan and ASTRA
STORM. Another strong performance by
this team, so close and yet so far. I suppose
Manda will think now I have finally got it
almost right. Another well deserved qualification and reserve ticket. 277.5
3rd
Wendy Beasley and WTCh GLENALPINE PHOEBE OF STARDELL.
What can I say? Another strong performance, where an odd mark here or there
could well have told such a different story,
however it’s all ifs and buts. Congratulations on your well deserved qualification.
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4th
Dean Woodcock and WTCh LAETARE LEFT IN THE DARK. What
a hard luck story. Seriously strong in all
sections, just no track articles ruined this
team’s weekend. I am sure other tickets are
not far away, Dean. 288.5

* * * * * *
SURREY DTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
13 - 17 April 2010
Okewood Hill, Dorking

STAKE: CD
Judge: PETE JONES
Steward: Beryl Kimberley

Andy Baker and SID THE LEM29

Many thanks to the society for this judging
appointment and to Stan for again managing a well organised trial. He has a great
team of helpers.
Appreciation to Beryl for being my steward for the two days, and also thanks to all
the gang in the kitchen who did a great job
feeding everyone. A special thanks to the
golden oldie team who organised the agility equipment.
There were 20 entries, of which 18 worked
and 7 qualified CDEx and 1 CD. We were
blessed with super weather and a lush grass
field. The standard was very good, except
for the agility which 8 dogs failed even after having second attempts at all three elements.
I divided the test into two parts, starting
with heel on lead, then retrieve, this was
then followed by the sit stay while the
search was laid and then the search. This
I thought worked well and helped to motivate the dogs. No marks were given to
handlers at this stage. When part two was
completed all dogs lined up for the down
stay. Marks were then given out at the end
of the stays.
All competitors were a great bunch of people and I hope that they enjoyed themselves
as much as I enjoyed judging them.

92.5. This also was a tidy round from Mac.
John Reynolds, STONECROSS
TOMMY, WSD, D, 45, 18.5, 28, CDEx,
91.5. Tommy was up for it today and John
got the best from him - well done.

4th

Also qualified CDEx:
Melvin Drewitt, LAWINICK TROUBLE,
GSD, D, 41, 17.5, 27, 85.5
Vicky Sole, ALEYNE DAISY, XB, B, 38,
19, 26.5, 83.5
Angela Sanders, MR MICKY MARVEL,
WSD, D, 38.5, 15, 27, 80.5
Qualified CD:
Sylvia Cook, WEST MIDS ABI OF
GOLDOAK, GSD, B, 43.5, 14, 21, 78.5
STAKE: UD
Judge: SUE JONES
Track Layers: Margaret - 2 days, Judy
Meekings - 1 day, Lauren Marlow - 1
day, Tessa Shoolbred - 1 day, Caroline
Ashford - 1 day.
Square and Control Steward: Don Laskey
20 entered, 13 ran.
Thanks to the Society for asking me to
judge the UD Stake. This was an enjoyable
and relaxed two days spent with company
that made my appointment very easy.
Stan has a fantastic team of helpers, with
Christine controlling the base. The catering ran like a 4-star kitchen; the food was
superb - thank you, Dorothy. To everyone
who looked after Pete and me, too many
to mention by name, thank you and best
wishes for this year’s Kennel Club Championships - we look forward to seeing you

Maureen Regan, WILLOWMEG
FRATEAS AT KIRLIZEGAN, GSD, B,
47.5, 20, 30, CDEx, 97.5. The marks say it
all, a well deserved win for Meggie.
2nd
Janette Sayer, TAZ OF HOLLOWGATE, WSD, D, 47.5, 18.5, 29,
CDEx, 95. Taz did a super round, just losing the odd marks.
3rd
Jane Wood, SNOWBLUE MR
MACAW, WSD, D, 49, 16.5, 27, CDEx,
1st
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all there.
The tracks were laid as I had requested
with no competitor failing the nose work.
The lush grass ground conditions did create
some problems for a few dogs not wanting
to get their noses down in the square, even
though Don had marked the ground and
scented articles well, but it was the stays
and jumps that failed some dogs a qualification.

jumps.
Thanks to all competitors for the pleasure
of judging your dogs; I saw some lovely
dogs work. To those that qualified, well
done and to the not quite there - enjoy your
dogs, there is always another trial.

* * * * * *
MIDLAND COUNTIES GSDA
OPEN TRIAL

Barbara Ottley, CWMTAWE
BLACK MAGIC, Lab, B, 88, 20, 34,
UDEx, 192. Lundy was a star today, she
pulled Barbara round the track, but when
Barbara was forced to grab a breather Lundy didn’t mind, and then got on with it once
Barbara had got her breath back. Full mark
jumps and only lost 4 on the control. Well
deserved winner.
2nd
Ron Davies, KAI JUMPING
JACK, WSD, D, 89.5, 20, 25, UDEx, 186.
Superb round only losing 0.5 mark on track
and 3.5 on the control. Ron, you put some
of the young ones to shame - I only hope I
am competing when I reach your age.
3rd
Paul
Merritt,
VONGRAF
MELCHI, GSD, D, 88, 20, 24, UDEx,
183.5. A big strong GSD who pulled Paul
around the track but was unable to find a
square article he dropped. Full mark jumps
and super control.
4th
Lè Newman, STARDELL LEDA,
BC, D, 88.5, 10, 22, UDEx, 168. Missed
articles in the lush grass. A very good control round, well done.
1st

1 – 2 May 2010

STAKE: UD NOSEWORK
Judge: JANETTE SAYER
Tracklayers: Andrea Lynd, Joan Snowden
Steward Jackie Lloyd
Many thanks to MCGSDA for inviting me
to judge the UD nosework, my first judging
appointment. I hope it was enjoyed bt all
who took part.
The tracklayers and steward were very efficient and helpful – many thanks to you
all. The weather was very kind to us both
days, raining at night only. Tracking was
on lush corn. We had six entries on the
first day, but only two completed the track.
Second day we only had four dogs, with
experienced handlers; all four qualified the
tracks with good scores, but unfortunately
most went out on the jumps, as had happened the day before. Fortunately, we did
get a clear winner.

Also Qualified UDEx:
Stella Richards, FERNHAVEN SHESADELIGHT, CDEx, BC, B. Costly track
article, with bits and pieces on control and
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STAKES: CD AND UD AND WD CONTROL AND AGILITY

I would like to thank everyone who worked
at base, and kept things running smoothly;
also the farmers without whose generosity
we could not run trials.

Judge: DAVID WAITE
Stewards: Friday and Saturday, Diane
Yeatman;
Sunday, Joan Snowden
Many thanks to the Society for inviting me
to judge, and to Andy Magyar and all his
team for organising and running the trial.
Thanks to The Snooty Fox public house
for the marvellous food throughout the day
and in the evening.
Thanks to Diane for doing a splendid job
stewarding on Friday and Saturday and
to Joan Snowden for stepping in at short
notice to do an equally splendid job stewarding on Sunday, when Diane was taken
poorly.

1st
Sue Hough, STARDELL ALYA
(Hattie), BC, B, 194, Q. A very worthy
winner. 87/2 on the track, 4 from the square
for 32, then went on to do a full mark Control and Agility round. Well done, and
good luck in the future.
2nd
T Collier, CHARLCOATS AVIN
FUN AT GLENTRADA, GSD, D, 183,
NQ. Czech really pulled this handler round
the track, with 87/2. Then came the square,
and we thought “Oh dear…”, but Czech
ambled round the square, dipped his head,
picked up the articles and ambled back
to the handler, leaving us thinking “You
just never know…”; 4/35, and we really
thought he wouldn’t do it. Well done; I’m
sure you will sort the control out.
3rd
Gary Martin, CARISHILL ATLAS, Golden Retriever, D, 181, NQ. Dylan is a super dog, and did a near perfect
track, with 89/2. Some sympathetic handling from Gary, plus a bit of trickery, got
the last article out, giving 4/34. Well done.
The jumps were Dylan’s downfall, but I’m
sure it will sonn be sorted.
4th
Andrea Clark, ORLISCWT BOBBIN ALONG, SCWT, D, 168.5, NQ. Once
again, a super track from Yogi – nice to
see a terrier tracking with such enthusiasm, gaining 88/2, and 3/27 for the square.
Jumps again caught Yogi out.

CD STAKE:
5 Entries – 2 Ran
1st
Angela Moslin with GREAT ARAMIS OF BRIGHTNESS OVER WILDFIRE, BSD (Groen), 95, Q. Lovely round
to watch and judge, with only minor faults.
2nd
Vic Snook with XANOVA ENORE NUIT, BSD (Groen), 77, NQ. This was
also a good round to watch but the failure
on the clear jump and down stay cost this
team a qualification today.
WD STAKE:
1st
Margaret Robinson with JUST
FRANKIE AT TRENTVALLEY, WSD,
198, Q. A very impressive near faultless
C/A round from this young dog. Good luck
for future.
2nd
Betty Orrin with TOLBERG
MAN OF MYSTERY WITH MERLOCK,

Good luck to all competitors in the future.
Keep training and it will come right in the
end. I hope you enjoyed your day.
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GSD, 184.5, Q. Another young dog with
an impressive C/A round. Well done
3rd
Zoe Finlay with TRIJEM
OCEANS BLURAIN WITH OVERDRIVE, ASD, 181.5, Q. A good solid control section, but second attempts on clear
and scale proved costly. Well Done
4th
Dave Bell with DREAGANTA
FINN, BC, 167.5, Q. Another dog with a
near faultless, impressive C/A round. Well
done

luck for future.
2nd
Tracy Collier with CHARLOATS
AVIN FUN AT GLENTRADA, GSD, 183,
NQ. A very good control section, but agility section proved very costly. Good luck
in the future
3rd
Gary Martin with CARISHILL
ATLAS, G. Ret, 181, NQ. Another young
dog who struggled with the agility section
today. Good luck in the future.
4th
Andrea Clarke handling ORLISCWT BOBBIN ALONG, SCWT, 168.5,
NQ. Good luck for the future

UD STAKE:
1st
Sue Hough with STARDELL
ALYA, BC, 194, Q. A faultless and impressive C/A round, which was a pleasure
to watch and judge. Well done and good

OUTSTANDING TRIAL REPORTS
FEBRUARY:
WKC, Champ:		
NE Counties, Open:		
Yorks Nostell, Champ:		
MARCH:
Lincoln, Champ:		
SATS, Champ:		
Essex2000, Open:		
Iceni, Open:		
Hucknall, Open:		
Hampshire, Open:		
West Herts, Open:		
APRIL:
Yorks West Bretton, Open:		
			
BAGSD Flintham, Champ:		
Surrey, Champ:		
MAY:
Midland Counties, Open:		
SWTS, Lauder, Champ:		
JUNE:
SWTS, Ballater, Open:		
JULY:
NE Counties, Open		
Surrey, Champ		

2010
PD – Charlie Taylor
CD & C/A – Jacquie Hall, UD – Brian Ogle
UD – Margaret Robinson
UD - Moira Rogerson, WD – Bill Richardson
CD – Manda McLellan, WD – Lee Payne
C/A – Barry Harvey, PD – Paul Morling
CD & C/A – John Wykes, TD – Eric Nichols
UD - Rob Currie, TD – Rod Roberts
TD – Chris Brooks
C/A – Vana Moody, TD nosework – Ron Jaques
CD – Karon Tiffany, WD nosework – Joan Snowden,
PD - Malc Snowden
CD – Linda Newbold
TD – Margaret Robinson
WD Nosework – Laura Bardwell, PD – Paul Morling
WD – Bill Richardson
UD Nosework – John Hood
PD – Rod Roberts
PD – Stan Ford

Thanks to those judges who have sent in reports as a result of the list – it’s never too late!! And many thanks
to the majority of judges, who don’t need reminding. Judy
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MALINOIS
PUPPIES EXPECTED (mid/late October) FROM
INDO VOM DRACHENHERZ (INDO)
HD-A2. Elbows 0 Spondy free
SchH2 & DMC Korung at only 2 years old
&
NO RESPECT (QUILLA)
SchH3 IPO 3 Hips 0:0 Elbows 0:0
Both dogs are clear headed & very social, with strong drives and proven working ability. From established breeding lines including Klemm vom Roten Falken, Da’Eder von
der Brunnenstadt, Lupano’s Duke, Lowenfels, Deux Pottois, Perle De Tourbiere
If interested contact:

07708 099699

e-mail corinne.wrend@blueyonder.co.uk
Quilla, her full brother and her mum can be seen at home
but as the male is not in this country a video can be viewed.
YORKSHIRE WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
SKIPSEA CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
Ends - 31st December 2010
Beeford Community Centre, East Yorkshire
Judges
		
		
		

TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Nigel Hines
Suzanne Plumb
Dave Craven
Sheila Margreaves

TD Stake to work over 2 days. WD/UD all work in one day.
CD stake 30th-31st December depending on entries.
Entry Fees TD £20.00. WD/UD £18.00 C.D £14.00
( Members may deduct £1.00 from each entry)
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY FRIDAY 26TH NOVEMBER 2010
Schedules from / entries to Trials Manager Mr Brian Page
Mayfield, 25 Briestfield Road, Thornhill Edge, Dewsbury WF12 OPW.
(Please enclose (S.A.E) Tel 01924 462387
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MIDLANDS BORDER COLLIE CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
24th – 30th January 2011
Scalford Hall, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire LE14 4UB
Judges
		
		

TD Stake
WD Stake
CD Stake

Sheila Tannert
Dave Bell
Anne Thorpe

Entry Fees: TD & WD £20 CD £16
(£2 reduction for members)
Trials Manager: Barrie James Tel. 01664 444310
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY 22nd DECEMBER 2010
Entries/Schedules to/from Trials Secretary:
Mrs Sue James, 7 Nursery Lane, Holwell, Melton Mowbray, Leics. LE14 4UF
(please enclose S.A.E.)
ESSEX WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY - 2000
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
15th – 21st November 2010
Danbury, Chelmsford, Essex
Judges:
		
		
		
		
		

PD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake
Veteran

Ron Jaques
Jan Vallack
Sue Jones
Paula Jaques
Caroline Martin

Tracking Stakes £17.00 CD Stake £14.00 Veteran £8.00
(£1 reduction for members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY 18th October 2010
Schedules from / Entries with fees to:
Belinda Spensley, 1 Garrattlands, Woodhill Road, Sandon, Essex
01245 227748 / 07890 519986
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RANMORE DOG TRAINING CLUB
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
Fri 5th - Sun 7th November 2010
At: Oakwood Hill Village Hall, Oakwood Hill
Nr. Ockley, Surrey. RH5 5PU
Judges: 		
			
			
			

P.D. Stake		
W.D. Stake		
U.D. Stake 		
C&A			

Lauren Marlow
Stella Smyth
Caroline Ashford
Burt Maynard

Entry Fee: All Stakes: Non-members: £ 18.00 ; Members : £ 17.00
OAPs £1 reduction
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 4th OCTOBER 2010
Entries, With Fees To: Sue Henderson, 33 Highacre, Dorking, RH4 3BF
(Please enclose a S.A.E. - Thank you)
SCOTTISH KENNEL CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
Jedforest Deer & Farmpark,
Mervinslaw, Jedburgh, Roxburghshire,
Wednesday 1st December & Sunday 5th December 2010
(may go forward if necessary)
Judges: 		
		

TD
Ron Jaques
WD
Jim Jeffrey
CD
Ann Bedford
(All work in one day)

Entry Fees – Tracking Stakes £20.00, CD Stake £15.00.
(SKC Members £3.00 reduction)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 8th NOVEMBER 2010
Schedules/Entry forms, (including the fees and S.A.E) to the Trials Manager.
Sheila Shearer, 2 Plenderleith Cottages, Jedburgh,
Roxburghshire, TD8 6NE Tel. 01835 840664
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LEAMINGTON DOG TRAINING CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
On: 8th – 14th November 2010
at:
The Ex-Serviceman’s Club, Pailton, Warwickshire, CV23 0QB
Judges:
		
		
		
		

TD
WD
UD
CD
Veteran

Tony Lockyer
Ann Shepherd
Maureen Reagan
Yvonne Carpenter
Dot Levin

Entry Fees: Nosework stakes £18.00, CD £13.00, Veteran £8.00
Members: £1.00 reduction
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY: MONDAY 4TH OCTOBER 2010
Schedules from / entries with fees to:
Mrs Dot Levin, 9 The Ryelands, Lawford Heath, Rugby, Warwickshire, CV23 9EN
Tel: 07930 364352
(please enclose an SAE)
LINCOLNSHIRE GERMANS SHEPHERD DOG & ABTS
OPEN TRIAL
4th - 7th November 2010
Dunholme Village Hall, Honeyholes Lane, Dunholme, Lincoln LN2 3SU
Judges:

		
		
		

T.D. Nosework
W.D. Nosework
U.D.Nosework
C.D. & C & A

Judy Meekings
Dave Stewart
Dave Craven
Glenys Page

Entry Fees Tracking Stakes (TD WD UD) £17.00 C.D.£15.00
Members of L.G.S.D.&.A.B.T.S. may deduct £1.00
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY 4TH OCTOBER 2010.
Schedules from /Entries to Mrs Jean Morley, 6 Main Street; Upton, Gainsborough,
Lincs DN21 5NU
Please enclose a S.A.E. and make cheques payable to L.G.S.D.&. A.B.T.S
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WESSEX WORKING TRIAL CLUB
OPEN TRIAL
15th November - 21st November 2010
At: Aller Farm, Upottery, Devon.
Judges:
		
		
			

PD Stake
WD Stake
CD Stake

John Wykes
Pippa Bentham (all work in one day)
Pippa Bentham (all work in one day)

CD: Friday and Saturday only.
WD: Beginning of the week )
Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes - £16.00. CD - £12.00.
(£1.00 reduction for paid–up members)

ENTRIES CLOSE MONDAY 18TH OCTOBER 2010
Schedules from / Entries with Fees (made payable to Wessex WTC) to:
Mr Brian Riste, 126 Henson Park, Chard, TA20 1NJ.
(Please enclose a S.A.E.)

NORTH WEST WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
On: 26th, 27th & 28th November 2010
At: Lower Withington Parish Hall, Near Knutsford.
Judges:
		
		

TD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Linda Newbold
Cath Phillips
Lisa Coull

CD Saturday
TD UD CD All work in one day
Additional days will be used if required
Entry fees: TD UD £17 / CD £13
(£1 deduction for members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 1ST NOVEMBER 2010
Schedules from and entries with appropriate fees to the Trials Secretary:
J M Stamp, 14 Talbot Grove, Walmersley, Bury. BL9 6PH
Tel: 01617 642649
Please enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope
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ASPADS

WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
At: DUNDEE, E nd ing o n Sund ay 7th NOVEMBER 2010
Judges
TD Stake
Jim Jeffrey
WD/UD Stake s
Tracey Park
CD Stake
Sheila Margreaves
All CD, UD, WD work in one day.
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 1OTH OCTOBER 2010
Entries with entry fee (Please Enclose SAE) to:
William Rae, 5 South Street, Monifieth, Dundee, DD5 4PJ
Tel: 01382 530461
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
At: TILLMOUTH, NORTHUMBERLAND
E nding o n Sund ay 14 th NOVEMB ER 2010
Judges
UD Stake
Brian Glasgow
CD/ Special Veteran Stake
Roy Drummer
All work in one day.
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 17TH OCTOBER 2010
Entries with entry fee (Please Enclose SAE) to:
Jackie Suckling, 20 Orchard Smallholdings, Hume, Kelso, TD5 7TS
Tel: 01573 470773
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
At: ENFIELD, E nd ing o n Sund ay 6th DECEMB ER 2010
Judges
WD Stake
Mark Lewindon
UD Stake
Gary Martin
C&A
Eric Nicholls
All work in one day.
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 28TH OCTOBER 2010
Entries with entry fee (Please Enclose SAE) to:
Vana Moody, 35 Chace Avenue, Potters Bar, Herts, EN6 5LZ
Tel: 01707 651724
Entry Fees for 2010 Trials: Tracking Stakes, £20.00 – CD, £15.00 - Veteran, £5.00
Fully paid up members may deduct £2 per entry
For Schedules and/or Membership Information (S.A.E. please)
Contact: Hon Sec: Judy Meekings, 189 Guildford Road, Lightwater, GU18 5RB.
Tel: 01276 475225 Mob: 07795 086843 Email: judymeekings@yahoo.co.uk
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